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ABSTRACT
We have used existing optical emission and absorption lines, [C II] emission lines, and H I absorption
lines to create a new model for a Central Column of material near the Trapezium region of the
Orion Nebula. This was necessary because recent high spectral resolution spectra of optical emission
lines and imaging spectra in the [C II] 158 µm line have shown that there are new velocity systems
associated with the foreground Veil and the material lying between θ1 Ori C and the Main Ionization
Front of the nebula. When a family of models generated with the spectral synthesis code Cloudy
were compared with the surface brightness of the emission lines and strengths of the Veil absorption
lines seen in the Trapezium stars, distances from θ1 Ori C, were derived, with the closest, highest
ionization layer being 1.3 pc. The line of sight distance of this layer is comparable with the size of
the inner Huygens Region in the plane of the sky. These layers are all blueshifted with respect to the
Orion Nebula Cluster of stars, probably because of the pressure of a hot central bubble created by
θ1 Ori C’s stellar wind. We find velocity components that are ascribed to both sides of this bubble.
Our analysis shows that the foreground [C II] 158 µm emission is part of a previously identified layer
that forms a portion of a recently discovered expanding shell of material covering most of the larger
Extended Orion Nebula.
Keywords: ISM:bubbles-ISM:HII regions-ISM: individual (Orion Nebula, NGC 1976)-ISM:lines and
bands-ISM:photon-dominated region(PDR)-ISM:structure
1. INTRODUCTION
As the closest star formation region that has a bright
H II region, the Orion Nebula presents a unique testing-
ground for theories of star formation and the physical
processes governing astronomical plasmas. This oppor-
tunity has created a rich literature on these subjects
(Ferland 2001; O’Dell 2001; Muench et al. 2008; O’Dell
et al. 2008; Goicoechea et al. 2015; Kong et al. 2018).
This article reports on a detailed study of material be-
yond and in the foreground of the dominant ionizing
star (θ1 Ori C) in the direction of the Trapezium stars.
The brightest components (we shall call them layers as
we study only a small area in the plane of the sky) lie
beyond θ1 Ori C and are largely associated with emis-
sion from the blister of ionized gas on the surface of the
host molecular cloud. Less visible layers lie in the fore-
ground of θ1 Ori C and are collectively called the Veil.
The Huygens Region falls near the northeast corner of a
much lower surface brightness elliptical bubble known as
the Extended Orion Nebula (EON, Gu¨del et al. (2008)).
1.1. Background of this study
Orion’s Veil is a series of atomic and ionized layers,
physically associated with the Orion star-forming en-
vironment. The Veil covers the brightest part of M42
(the Huygens Region) and is the primary source of ex-
tinction for the Nebula and for the stars ionizing M42,
the Trapezium cluster. O’Dell & Yusef-Zadeh (2000)
have mapped the extinction across the entire face of the
Nebula, with about 1.6 mag of extinction towards the
Trapezium. Additionally, van der Werf & Goss (1990),
Troland, Heiles, & Goss (1989) and Troland et al. (2016)
have mapped the magnetic field strength in the Veil
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2through H I 21 cm absorption.
The simultaneous mapping of extinction and magnetic
field for an environment with a well-characterized spec-
tral energy distribution (SED) has made the Veil an
ideal testbed to understand the physics of the interstel-
lar medium (ISM), in particular the partitioning of mag-
netic, turbulent, and thermal energetics. In a series of
works (Abel et al. (2004); Abel et al. (2006); Abel et al.
(2016)) combined UV and optical absorption line data
towards the Trapezium with the existing magnetic field
and extinction maps to produce detailed calculations of
the physical conditions in the two primary atomic lay-
ers seen in H I 21 cm absorption towards the Trapezium
(typically referred to as Components A and B). Utiliz-
ing the spectral synthesis code Cloudy Ferland, et al.
(2017), these works computed the density, temperature
(gas and spin), and chemical composition for each com-
ponent, then used this data to compare magnetic, ther-
mal, and turbulent energies. Overall, the combination
of observations and theoretical modeling showed Com-
ponent B (2.0 pc) to be closer to the Trapezium than
Component A (4.2 pc), with Component B also being
somewhat warmer and denser than Component A. Fi-
nally, both layers appeared to be magnetically domi-
nated, meaning the energy associated with the magnetic
field of each component exceeds both the thermal and
turbulent energies.
Although the series of Abel et al. papers focused pri-
marily in the atomic Veil layers, an H+ region must exist
between the Trapezium and Component B. In the opti-
cal, 2S3 He0 absorption at 388.9 nm is observed towards
the Trapezium and θ2 Ori A. In the UV, S2+ and P2+
absorption is observed towards the Trapezium Abel et
al. (2016). While the series of Abel et al. papers at-
tempted to account for the ionized gas in their modeling
efforts, the lack of emission features associated with this
ionized component (due to the much brighter M42 on
the other side of the Trapezium) have made it difficult
to state anything definitive.
Two recent studies allow the possibility of under-
standing the ionized component between the Trapezium
and Component B. O’Dell (2018) performed a detailed
study of the velocity components from the inner por-
tions of the Orion Nebula and found optical [N II] (658.4
nm) and [O III] (500.7 nm) emission features at similar
velocities to the 2S3 He0, S2+, and P2+ absorption fea-
tures seen in the optical and UV. These emission fea-
tures are critical, as they allow the calculation of the
physical properties of the ionized component, which can
then be used to determine the effects of the ionized com-
ponent model on the model results for the atomic layers.
Another recent study, by O’Dell et al. (2017), calculated
the relative effects of θ1 Ori C and another nearby O
star, θ2 Ori A, on the ionization balance throughout the
Nebula. This study found, in many regions of Orion,
that θ2 Ori A cannot be ignored as a source of ionizing
photons. The effects of θ2 Ori A therefore, should be
explored in any calculation of the ionized component.
Additionally, in the light of O’Dell et al. (2017), the de-
gree to which θ2 Ori A affects the neutral layers along
the line of sight also requires investigation.
1.2. Outline of this paper
The format of this work is as follows. In Section 2,
we highlight the key observations used in this study,
emphasizing the recent work of O’Dell (2018) along with
previous optical, UV, and radio studies of the region
and the line of sight towards the Trapezium. Section 3
presents revised models of the Veil, taking into account
the O’Dell (2018) emission-line observations of [N II], [O
III], and [O I] along the line of sight. Section 4 explores
the effects of including the SED of θ2 Ori A on the model
results, while Section 5 discusses the velocity systems
in the Orion environment and the underlying physical
mechanisms driving the observed velocity correlations.
We end with a series of conclusions in Section 6.
Throughout this paper we designate radial velocities
in the the Heliocentric system. These may be con-
verted to LSR velocities by subtracting 18.1 km s−1.
We adopt the distance of 383±3 pc derived by Kounkel
et al. (2017), which is in agreement with more recent
results using Gaia DR2 (Großschedl et al. 2019). This
distance gives a scale of 1.86×10−3 pc/′′.
2. OBSERVATIONS
We draw on previously published optical window ob-
servations, particularly those in the high spectral resolu-
tion Spectroscopic Atlas of Orion Spectra (Garc´ıa-Dı´az
et al. 2008) (henceforth ‘the Atlas’) prepared with spec-
tra from Kitt Peak National Observatory, Cerro-Tololo
Interamerican Observatory, and San Pedro Ma´rtir Ob-
servatory. The Atlas was composed from north-south
slit spectra at intervals of 2′′ in Right Ascension and
have a velocity resolution of 10 km s−1. The spatial res-
olution in Declination was seeing limited at about 2′′.
The [O III] observations of Doi et al. (2004) were used
in creating the Atlas and a good illustration of a spec-
trum is given in Fig. 1 of that study. We also used the
lower spectral resolution study made with the MUSE
2–D spectrograph at the European Southern Observa-
tory’s Paranal observatory (Weilbacher et al. 2015). In
this case the velocity resolution was about 107 km s−1
and the spatial resolution was about 1′′.
In the ultraviolet we employed the HST ultraviolet
spectra of θ1 Ori B at 2.5 km s−1 resolution described
in detail in Abel et al. (2016). All of the lines of interest
were seen in absorption against the stellar continuum of
θ1 Ori B.
3We also used the results from Goicoechea et al. (2015).
That study included all of the Huygens Region but did
not extensively go into the EON. It reported Herschel
space craft spectra of the [C II] 158 µm line at 0.2 km s−1
and 11.′′4 resolution. The study also presented H41α
observations with the IRAM-30m telescope. These had
0.65 km s−1 and 27′′ resolution. Their discussion also
used CO 2–1 observations by Berne´ et al. (2014) at 0.4
km s−1 and 11′′ resolution.
We also employed calibrated emission line images
made with the Hubble Space Telescope (O’Dell & Wong
1996; O’Dell 2009) and lower resolution ground-based
camera images by Robert Gendler reproduced in O’Dell
& Harris (2010). The latter cover the entire EON re-
gion and go beyond the mosaic of HST images first re-
produced in Henney et al. (2007).
2.1. Surface Brightnesses and column densities of lines
used in our study
Our analysis has required derivation of the extinction
corrected surface brightness of the Vlow velocity com-
ponent discussed in O’Dell (2018). A refined definition
of the multiple velocity components is given in Table 1
and discussed in Section 2.2.
In the case of [N II] 658.4 nm and [O III] 500.7 nm
the spectra were averaged over a 3200 arcsec2 square
centered on the Trapezium stars. The derived surface
brightness values were corrected for interstellar extinc-
tion using cHβ = 0.6 from O’Dell & Yusef-Zadeh (2000)
and the reddening curve of Blagrave et al. (2007). The
results were S(Vlow,[NII]) = 2.8 ±1.4 ×10−3 ergs s−1
cm−2 sr−1 and S(Vlow,[OIII]) = 1.1 ±0.7 ×10−2 ergs s−1
cm−2 sr−1.
O’Dell (2018) established that a Vlow component of
the [O I] 630.0 nm line could be seen in high veloc-
ity resolution spectra obtained when the Earth’s mo-
tion has shifted the night sky [O I] sufficiently to de-
convolve it from the nebular emission. This was the
case for three slit positions in the Atlas, one in the
[O I] velocity study of O’Dell & Wen (1992), and it
also appears in the high resolution spectrum of Baldwin
et al. (2000). Unfortunately none of these detections
fall within the region used to obtain the surface bright-
nesses in [N II] and [O III]. However, they lie close to
this region and the ratio of the signals of the Vlow and
Vmif components are quite similar, at 0.10±0.01. We
then used the extinction–corrected images in the MUSE
study (Weilbacher et al. 2015) to determine the surface
brightness of the Main Ionization Front (MIF) compo-
nent and then scaled this down by a factor of ten to find
S(Vlow,[O I]) = 1.6 ±0.53 ×10−4ergs s−1 cm−2 sr−1.
The final line used in the analysis was the 388.9 nm
line of He I. Most of the helium lies in the metastable 23S
state that is populated as ionized helium recombines. In
Figure 1. This 233′′×302′′ image of a portion of the Huy-
gens Region (O’Dell & Wong 1996) is color coded: Blue
[O III], green Hα, and red [N II] emission. North is up, west
is to the right. The left hand labels indicate the distance
of the center of each sample from θ1 Ori C in arcseconds.
The right hand labels indicate the declination samples in the
numbering system used in O’Dell (2018). The bottom labels
indicate the east-west distance from θ1 Ori C, again in arc-
seconds. The red lines outline the NE–Region and the black
dashed line the High Ionization Arc.
the study of absorption lines in Trapezium stars (O’Dell
et al. 1993) a column density of 1.45×1013 ions cm−2
was found in θ1 Ori C.
2.2. Characteristic Velocity Systems
In the study of the brightest part of the the Huygens
Region O’Dell (2018) averaged the Atlas spectra over
areas of 10′′×10′′, thus increasing the signal to noise
ratio. This grid is shown in Figure 1. In order to identify
systematic patterns in the [N II] and [O III] velocity
components we defined an area within this grid of Atlas
spectra, as shown in Figure 1, designated as the NE
Region. It was selected to include the dominant ionizing
star θ1 Ori C and to be free of major shocks and jets.
4Table 1. Criteria for Identifying Velocity Components
Ion Component Criteria
[N II] Vscat Longer of two red components or the single red component if S([N II])/S(mif,[N II])≤0.1.
[N II] Vnew,[N II] Shorter of two red components or S(obs,[N II])/S(mif,[N II])≥0.1 when there is one red component
[N II] Vmif,[N II] The strongest component with FWHM≤18.00 km s−1.
[N II] Vwide,[N II] A Vmif,[N II] component with FWHM≥18.00 km s−1.
[N II] Vlow The longer of two blue components or S(obs,[N II])/S(mif,[N II])≥0.05 when there is one
[N II] Vblue Shorter of two blue components when there are two or S([N II])/S(mif,[N II])≤0.05 when there is one
[O III] Vscat Longer of two red components or the single red component if S([O III])/S(mif,[O III])≤0.1.
[O III] Vnew,[O III] Shorter of two red components or S(obs,[O III])/S(mif,[O III])≥0.1 when there is one red component.
[O III] Vmif,[O III] The strongest component with FWHM≤16.00 km s−1.
[O III] Vwide,[O III] A Vmif,[O III] component with FWHM ≥16.00 km s−1.
[O III] Vlow The longer of two blue components or S([O III])/S(mif,[O III])≥0.07 when there is one.
[O III] Vblue Shorter of two blue components or S([O III])/S(mif,[O III])≤0.07 when there is one
We have examined each of the 10′′×10′′averaged spec-
tra within the NE–Region, assigning velocity compo-
nents according to the criteria given in Table 1. A good
illustration of one of these [N II] spectra and its deconvo-
lution is shown in Fig. A1 of O’Dell (2018). Sometimes
there were two components to the red or blue of theVmif
or Vwide components, making the assignments easy. In
the case of there being only one, then the signal of that
component as compared with the corresponding Vmif or
Vwide was used for assignment. These criteria produced
an almost unambiguous assignment of each component.
The results are shown in Figure 2, with the assigned
errors being based on the scatter of the values. The ac-
curacy of very weak component lying on the shoulder
of the strong Vmif or Vwide component is discussed in
the Appendix of O’Dell (2018). In this section the ve-
locity groups are arranged in order of descending radial
velocities, whereas in Section 5 and Table 2 they are
arranged according to their probable distance from the
observer. All of these optical window lines arise from the
MIF which is composed of material photo-evaporating
towards the observer from the Photon Dominated Re-
gion (PDR). The PDR lies immediately beyond the MIF
and is a shock compressed region lying along the surface
of the Orion Molecular Cloud (OMC).
TheVscat components in the Huygens Region are usu-
ally attributed to backscattering by dust in the PDR.
The expected redshift of this component, relative to the
layer producing the Vmif emission is twice the photo-
evaporation velocity. The samples to the east of the
Trapezium and close to the Orion-S Cloud in O’Dell
(2018) give velocity differences of 17 km s−1 for [N II]
and 19 km s−1 for [O III], both consistent with expected
evaporation velocities. Our NE–Region gives a similar
velocity difference of 17±3 km s−1 for [N II] and 20±3
km s−1. In the NE–Region, the Vscat,[NII] component
appears in 25 of 32 samples and Vscat,[OIII] in 18.
The Vnew components were originally reported in
O’Dell (2018), where they were only detected in [O III].
We now find a few Vnew,[N II] components in the NE–
Region (4 of 32 samples), but more (13 of 32 samples)
in Vnew,[O III]. The larger values of the velocities for
[N II] (37±2 km s−1) than in [O III] (27±5 km s−1) ar-
gues against the interpretation in O’Dell (2018) that
the Vnew component is photo-evaporation from a fore-
ground component of the Veil.
The average of the Vmif and Vwide components pro-
vides a good measure of the velocity in the densest
layers along the observer’s line-of-sight. In the NE–
Region this is 22±3 km s−1 for [N II] and 18±3 km s−1
for [O III]. These values are consistent with their be-
ing accelerating photo-evaporation flow away from the
Photon-Dominated Region (PDR) at 27.3 km s−1 O’Dell
(2018).
The Vlow emission line velocities have been inter-
preted (Abel et al. 2016; O’Dell 2018) as arising from
ionized gas lying on the far side of the Veil compo-
nent closest to θ1 Ori C. Vlow,[NII] (6±4 km s−1) and
Vlow,[OIII](8±2 km s−1) velocities in the NE-Region fit
with this interpretation and support the basis of our ion-
ization modeling of the Veil. Although these lines are
weak and lie on the blue shoulder of the MIF emission,
O’Dell (2018) tested their reality by creating artificial
spectra with blue shoulder lines of varying strength and
displacement. He concluded that the Vlow components
are real. The agreement of the Component I emission
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Figure 2. Histograms of the velocity components within the
NE–Region are shown here in descending order of average
velocity and discussed in Section 2.2. The average velocity,
average ratio of S(component)/S(mif), and the total num-
ber of samples are shown for each component. The red line
indicates the average velocity of the PDR (27.3 km s−1).
and absorption line velocities gives further confimation
of the ionized Component I as real.
The Vblue components are the most enigmatic, with
no current explanation. They are weaker than the Vlow
components, even after factoring in the classification cri-
teria. The velocities are more negative than the Vlow
components and have a greater range. They are most
common (23 of 32 samples) in the NE-Region [N II] spec-
tra.
3. REVISED THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS
3.1. Computational Details
We use c17 of the spectral synthesis code Cloudy
(Ferland, et al. 2017) to find a self-consistent model
for each component observed along the line of sight
to the Trapezium. The assumed gas and dust abun-
dances,infrared, optical, and UV stellar continuum
(SED), and grain properties are all identical to Abel et
IIIIII(B)IV(A)
Figure 3. Assumed Model Geometry - Roman numerals cor-
respond to the regions outlined in Section 3.1. The four
Trapezium stars are on the right and the observer on the
left.
al. (2016), which in turn follows the general logic of the
previous modeling efforts of the Veil presented in (Abel
et al. 2004, 2006) and Lykins et al. (2010). The pri-
mary difference between the calculations presented here
and the one presented in previous works is the model-
ing of two ionized components along the line of sight
(which must lie between the components observed in
21 cm absorption and the Trapezium) and the way we
propagate the radiation field to model subsequent com-
ponents along the line of sight. These components are
seen in Figure 3 and are described below:
I. The ionized gas component closest to the Trapez-
ium, with observed values for the surface brightness of
[N II] 658.3 nm and [O III] 500.7 nm. In addition, the
2S3 He0 (henceforth He I*) S2+ and P2+ column densi-
ties are known from previous absorption studies in the
optical and UV (O’Dell et al. 1993; Abel et al. 2006).
II. An ionized gas component observed in [O I] 630.0
nm emission lying between the [N II] and [O III] emitting
region and the H I 21 cm components.
III. The H I 21 cm component designated as Compo-
nent B in previous Veil studies, whose velocity is associ-
ated with excited state H2 observed in UV absorption.
Column densities for a variety of elements are derived in
Abel et al. (2006), and is the source of about two-thirds
of the total H I column density along the line of sight.
For clarity this component will frequently be designated
as III (B).
IV. The H I 21 cm component, previously designated
as Component A, with similar column densities observed
in this component to that of Component III, with the
exception being the lack of molecular hydrogen. The
remaining one-third of the total H I column density lies
in this component. For clarity this component will fre-
quently be designated as IV (A).
The velocities of the individual components make it
likely that none of the four components listed are phys-
ically adjacent to each other. However, since all compo-
nents are affected by the same SED, each component is
coupled through radiative transfer. The radiation which
makes it through the first component will be the in-
cident continuum impingent upon the 2nd component,
6log n (cm-3)
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[N II]
Figure 4. [N II] 658.3nm surface brightness as a function
of density and distance from the Trapezium for Component
I. Lines of constant predicted surface brightness in ergs s−1
cm−2 sr−1 are labeled.
which continues until the radiation field which makes it
through H I 21 cm component A, which ends up head-
ing towards the observer. Our calculations account for
this effect. Once we find the best-fitting model which
accounts for the observed [N II], [O III], and 2S3 He0
column density, we save the transmitted SED for the
last zone of the calculation, and use this transmitted
SED as the incident SED for the next component. For
each component, we vary the distance to the Trapezium
and the total hydrogen density of the layer (assuming
constant density, where ”total” is defined as the sum of
the hydrogen atoms per cm−3 in ionized, atomic, and
molecular form). For component I, we stop all calcu-
lations at the observed N (S2+) column density of 1015
cm-2. For component II, each calculation went until the
H+/H0 ionization fraction reached 10-2. Finally, for com-
ponents III (B) and IV (A), we stopped the calculation
at the deduced H0 column density of 1021.5 cm-2 (com-
ponent B) and 1021.2 cm-2 (component A).
3.2. Component I
Figures 4 and 5 show the summary for the modeling
of the [N II] and [O III] region and the regions where the
observations agree with these models. Figure 6 is a sim-
ilar figure for 2S3 He0 column density, where we assume
an error bar of ± 0.3 dex since O’Dell et al. (1993) only
report the average column density of 1013.3 cm-2. The
best fit to the observations (shown by the dot in Figure
6) yield S([N II]) = 3.97x10-3ergs s−1 cm−2 sr−1,S([O
III]) = 1.6x10-2ergs s−1 cm−2 sr−1, and a HeI* column
density of 1012.98 cm-2, corresponding to a density of
around 102.65 cm-3, and a distance of 1018.6 cm (1.3
pc).
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Figure 5. Like Figure 4 except now for [O III]500.7 nm.
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He I
Figure 6. Like Figures 4 and 5 except now for values of
the HeI* column density in Component I. The filled circle
indicates the small region where the [N II], [O III], and HeI*
results agree.
3.3. Component II
Given the density/distance combination deduced for
Component I, we saved the transmitted continuum for
the last zone of this calculation and used this as the in-
put SED to model Component II, which represents the
[O I] emitting region. Calculations for this component
spanned a distance of log R (cm) = 18.7 – 19.3, in incre-
ments of 0.1 dex, and a density range of log n (cm−3) = 2
– 5 . The lower range of distance was chosen so that it is
farther from the Trapezium than component I. Figure 7
shows the overall results, that is, both the calculated
values and the range that agree with the observations.
A broad range of distances exists where the [O I] obser-
vations are reproduced. However, we can exclude some
719.2
19.0
18.8
18.9
19.1
2.5 3.0 3.5 4.5
log n (cm-3)
4.0
[O I]
Figure 7. Predicted [O I] 630.0 nm surface brightness as
a function of density and distance from the Trapezium for
Component II
of this parameter space as unphysical, as the [O I] region
cannot be too far away from the Trapezium. Abel et al.
(2006) showed that if the neutral Veil layers are much
farther than 1019 cm from the Trapezium, then signifi-
cantly more molecular hydrogen will form, contrary to
the low H2 abundance observed in the Veil. Therefore,
we have set as an upper limit for the [O I] distance as
1018.9 cm, so that in the modeling of component III (B),
the closest initial distance of to the Trapezium would
not exceed 1019 cm. This leads to three distance/density
combinations for the [O I] emitting layer (at a resolution
of 0.25 dex in density, 0.1 dex in distance):
I. log n (cm−3) = 2; log R (cm) = 18.7
II. log n (cm−3) = 2.25; log R (cm) = 18.7 – 18.9
III. log n (cm−3) = 2.5; log R (cm) = 18.8 – 18.9
For each of these combinations, we saved the trans-
mitted continuum for use in modeling Component III
(B) in Section 3.4.
3.4. Component III (B)
Using the transmitted SED through the [O I] emitting
layer, we computed the predicted SED for component III
(B). As with the first two components, we varied the dis-
tance and density away from the Trapezium, with the
closest distance being 0.1 dex farther than the distances
listed for the six combinations in Section 3.3. The up-
per limit to the distance for all calculations is 1019.3 cm,
which assures all calculations go beyond the upper limit
to the total H2 column density of 10
17.35 cm-2. The den-
sity was varied from log n (cm−3) = 2 – 4, in increments
of 0.2 dex, which covers about 1 dex on either side of
the density derived in Abel et al. (2006) for Component
B (log n (cm−3) = 3.1). All calculations, just as in Abel
et al. (2004) are performed until an H0 column density
Column Density of v,J Level (cm-2)
0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5 1.75
Excitation Temperature (104 K)
13
12
11
Figure 8. Predicted (red) H2 column densities versus ex-
citation temperature, compared to observation (blue), for
the optimal density-distance combination deduced from the
[O I], [N II], and [O III], and HeI* observations. Observed
H2 (v,J) column densities are deduced from STIS UV ab-
sorption lines analyzed in Abel et al. (2016), while predicted
H2 column densities come from the model H2 molecule incor-
porated in Cloudy Ferland, et al. (2017). All H2 observations
shown here correspond to the same velocity as Veil Compo-
nent III (B), with v = 1 (J = 3), v = 2 (J = 0-3), and v =
3 (J = 0-6).
of 1021.5 cm-2 is reached.
The primary results of these calculations show the best
model for component III (B) depended only on the den-
sity and distance of the Veil from the Trapezium, and
not on the density-distance of the [O I] emitting layer.
The predicted CI, CI∗ , CI∗ ∗ , and H2 column density
for Component III (B) was identical for the input SED
corresponding to the [O I] layer of log n (cm−3) = 2;
log R (cm) = 18.7 and the log n (cm−3) = 2.25; log R
(cm) = 18.7 combinations (the same degeneracy occurs
for other densities which have overlapping distances).
The average velocity of the 20 H2 absorption lines dis-
cussed in Abel et al. (2016) is 19.5±0.7 km s−1, clearly
indicating that they arise in component III(B) The de-
duced physical conditions of Veil Component III (B) is
independent of the best model for the [O I] layer, with
the exception that the [O I] layer cannot be more than
1018.9 cm away, or else Component III (B) will produce
more H2 than observed.
The combination of distance-density that best repro-
duces Component III (B) is around a density of log n
(cm−3) = 3 – 3.2, and log R (cm) = 18.8, which is nearly
identical to previous modeling efforts of Component III
8(B) in Abel et al. (2006, 2016). Figure 8 shows a com-
parison of the predicted H2 spectrum (red) for a density
of log n (cm−3) = 3, log R (cm) = 18.8 to the derived H2
column densities from STIS observations (blue). Other
calculations, such as CI, CI∗, and CI∗ ∗, are unchanged
from the published contour plots from Abel et al. (2016).
3.5. Component IV (A)
Given the results of calculations for Veil Component
III (B), and the similarities between the Abel et al.
(2016) paper and the current work, calculations for
Component IV (A) are unnecessary, as given the same
density, distance, and SED, Component IV (A) will pro-
duce the same deduced physical conditions as in the 2016
paper. In Abel et al. (2016), we deduced a density of log
n (cm−3) = 2.4, and a distance of 4.2 parsecs. As the
density/distance controls other deduced physical condi-
tions, such as the balance between magnetic, thermal,
and turbulent energies, these deduced properties are also
unchanged from Abel et al. (2016).
4. THE EFFECTS OF θ2 Ori A ON OUR MODELS
4.1. Observational Constraints
In our models of the several components of the Veil
we have only considered contributions of the Trapezium
stars, dominated in the EUV by θ1 Ori C, with FUV
contributions by the later spectral type cooler members
of the Trapezium. The models presented do not assume
any contribution by the O9.5V star θ2 Ori A, but it is
worth examining the effects of that star, which has much
less EUV luminosity than θ1 Ori C, but relatively more
FUV luminosity. In order to be important in photoion-
izing Component I, θ2 Ori A would have to lie on the
side of the Veil away from the observer, although this
location does not guarantee that it is important.
It is hard to determine where θ2 Ori A lies along the
line of sight relative to θ1 Ori C. The first constraint on
this comes from its placement relative to the Veil. The
visual extinction of the Trapezium stars is about 1.55
and that of θ2 Ori A 0.7 (Goudis 1982), i.e. θ2 Ori A has
much less extinction. Since the extinction largely arises
from within the Veil (O’Dell et al. 1992), this appears
to argue that θ2 Ori A lies nearer to the observer than
the Veil. However, the H I 21 cm absorption map, which
shows the Veil to be thinning to the SW of the Dark Bay
(O’Dell & Yusef-Zadeh 2000), which could account for
the lower extinction of θ2 Ori A even if it lies on the far
side of the Veil. The O’Dell et al. (1993) study of very
high resolution spectra of HeI gives total column den-
sities of the two (-2.9 km s−1 and 5.2 km s−1) velocity
components of θ2 Ori A of 2.94×1013 cm−2, (individual
values 1.70×1013 cm−2and 1.24×1013 cm−2respectively)
and for θ1 Ori C 1.45×1013 cm−2. The average of
the four Trapezium stars is 1.60×1013±0.34×1013 cm−2.
These numbers indicate that the Trapezium HeI compo-
nents are very similar to those of the redder component
in θ2 Ori A. This suggest, but does not argue strongly
for θ2 Ori A being on the far side. However, the col-
umn density in θ1 Ori C’s HeI is high for the amount
of extinction, when compared with the Trapezium stars,
which may be due to different conditions of ionization.
In a recent study O’Dell et al. (2017) of the ioniza-
tion across the Huygens Region, they concluded that
most of the MIF ionization northwest of the Bright Bar
was caused by θ1 Ori C, and that to the southeast by
θ2 Ori A. However, they found that proplyds near the
Bright Bar were ionized by θ2 Ori A and some as close
as half the distance in the plane of the sky were ion-
ized by both θ2 Ori A and θ1 Ori C (one sees ionization
fronts in the same proplyd facing both stars ). Since
the emission line proplyds clearly lie within the cavity
between the MIF and the Veil, these objects become a
strong argument that θ2 Ori A lies on the far side of
the Veil and its radiation can affect our Component I. It
is prudent to investigate the sensitivity of our modeling
efforts to θ2 Ori A.
4.2. Models considering both θ1 Ori C and θ2 Ori A
We used the best-fitting model to Component I (R
(cm)= 1018.6, n (cm−3) = 102.65) and reran the model
using an SED consistent with θ2 Ori A. We assume
θ2 Ori A is a typical O9.5V star with a stellar tem-
perature of 34,600K and Q(H) = 3.63×1048 photons s−1
(O’Dell et al. 2017). Since θ2 Ori A is about 0.41 parsecs
away from the Trapezium in the plane of the sky, the
distance of θ2 Ori A from the line of sight to the Trapez-
ium is highly uncertain. We assume θ2 Ori A is between
the ionized layer and the MIF (just like the Trapezium).
Given this assumption, the closest distance θ2 Ori A
could be from the line of sight connecting the Earth to
the Trapezium is 0.41 parsecs (if θ2 Ori A were touch-
ing Component I). If θ2 Ori A were the same distance
from Component I as the Trapezium (1.0 parsecs, for
the best model), then θ2 Ori A, the Trapezium, and the
line of sight would form a right angle, and the θ2 Ori A
distance to the line of sight would be 1.08 parsecs.
In addition to the distance, the direction the ioniz-
ing flux impinges Component I must also be consid-
ered. Since radiation from θ2 Ori A strikes the ionized
layer at an angle (relative to the straight line connect-
ing Trapezium to Earth), the flux will be reduced by the
cosine of the angle between the Trapezium-Earth line of
sight and a line connecting θ2 Ori A to the illuminated
face of Component I directly in front of the Trapezium.
We therefore calculate the ionizing photon flux, φ(H) =
Q(H)/4piR2, where R2 = 0.412 + y2 is the distance of
θ2 Ori A from the illumination point and y is the per-
pendicular distance of θ2 Ori A to Component I, allowed
9to vary between 0 and 1 parsec. We then multiplied by
the ionizing flux by cos(θ), where cos(θ) = y/R. Given
these geometric assumptions, the minimum and maxi-
mum values for the contribution of θ2 Ori A to φ(H)
comes out to 1010.33 and 1010.83 photons cm−2 s−1.
Given the range of φ(H) considered, we found a small,
but ultimately inconsequential change to the model re-
sults for Component I. Including θ2 Ori A reduced the [N
II] surface brightness from S([N II]) = 3.97x10-3 ergs s−1
cm−2 sr−1 (without θ2 Ori A) to (1.8-2.7)x10-3ergs s−1
cm−2 sr−1. These slightly smaller values are still well
within the observed range. The [O III] surface bright-
ness is identical to before, to within one percent, and
the HeI* column density changed by less than 0.01 dex.
Overall, the best model for Component I is not signifi-
cantly affected by including ionizing flux from θ2 Ori A.
Since the model for Component II (the [O I] emitting
layer) is based on the results of Component I, both ion-
ized layers are relatively insensitive to θ2 Ori A.
One way in which the presence of θ2 Ori A could affect
the Veil is the assumed distance of the neutral H I lay-
ers (Component III (B) and IV (A)). Including θ2 Ori A
increases the FUV flux, G0, by a factor of 2 - 4. Increas-
ing G0 means we would need to increase the distance of
Component III and IV by a factor of 1.4 to 2 in order
to reproduce the same physical conditions deduced from
UV and radio observations (Abel et al. 2016). Overall,
these results are expected, given the spectral type of
θ2 Ori A and we would expect the star to be a relatively
minor contributor to the overall hydrogen ionizing flux,
but perhaps a more important contributor to the FUV.
5. PROPERTIES OF A CENTRAL COLUMN
PASSING FROM THE OBSERVER TO THE
ORION MOLECULAR CLOUD
In Table 2 we present the velocities for multiple veloc-
ity components as derived in Section 2.2 and other stud-
ies cited in column 3. The assignment to components is
by similar velocities and expected states of ionization or
illumination by θ1 Ori C. The Backscattered MIF com-
ponent is not a physical layer, rather, it is the observed
velocity of MIF emission scattered in the PDR. We refer
to this collection as representative of a Central Column
because multiple stars are used for the absorption lines
and the sampled emission line regions vary slightly be-
tween different studies.
5.1. Velocity components from Goicoechea et al. (2015)
The study of Goicoechea et al. (2015) produced veloc-
ity images in CO 2-1, H41α, and [C II] 158 µm. The data
relevant to the spatial column discussed in this section
are nicely presented in the Trapezium panel of velocities
in their Figure 3. There one sees that the H41α line is
wide, as caused by thermal broadening, and is centered
on 16 km s−1 (2.5 km s−1 LSR). They assign this line
to the MIF. The much narrower CO 2-1 line peaks at 28
km s−1 (10 km s−1 LSR) and is assigned to the back-
ground PDR and OMC. The strongest [C II] 158 µm line
peaks at 28 km s−1 (10 km s−1 LSR) and is assigned to
the MIF.
There is a weaker [C II] 158 µm line component at
19 km s−1 (0.5 km s−1 LSR). This velocity compo-
nent shows up on their spectrum for the entire Huygens
Region as a distinct shoulder on the blue side of the
28 km s−1 line. In Section 3.3.1 of Goicoechea et al.
(2015) those authors assign this weaker blue [C II] 158
µm component to a foreground layer that is illuminated
by θ1 Ori C’s strong FUV photodissociating continuum,
based on of the absence of a similar CO 2-1 component,
linking it to the H I foreground layers. We assign it
to Component III(B) because of the good agreement in
velocity with the other members of this component.
The detection of [C II] 158 µm emission is consistent
with the observed UV absorption spectra and our the-
oretical modeling of the neutral Veil layers. Sofia et al.
(2004) detected the C+ 232.5 nm line in absorption to-
wards the Trapezium, deducing a total column density
along the line of sight of about 1017.8 cm−2. The ve-
locity of C+ corresponds with the velocity of Veil Com-
ponent III (B) and IV (A), indicating the observed C+
is associated with the neutral layers along the line of
sight. Given the total H I column density towards the
Trapezium (1021.68 cm−2, the ratio of ionized carbon
to hydrogen is about 1.4x10−4, which is consistent with
the observed ratio of C/H in the ISM. Therefore, almost
all carbon along this sightline is in the form of C+, and
is associated with the neutral Veil layers. The mod-
els computed in previous studies of the Veil (Abel et al.
(2016) and references therein) assumes this ratio of C/H
and stopped the calculation at the observed HI column
density.
5.2. Possible velocity components associated with a
central shocked bubble created by θ1 Ori C’s stellar
wind
The Vblue and Vnew components are assigned to the
boundaries of a ’Central Bubble’ of hot shocked gas cre-
ated by the strong stellar wind from θ1 Ori C. The
boundary closer to the observer is the Vblue component
and the further boundary is the Vnew component. This
Vblue component is moving away from θ
1 Ori C at about
34±6 km s−1 , while theVnew component on the far side
is moving away from θ1 Ori C by 10±2 km s−1 for [N II]
and is almost stationary with respect to θ1 Ori C in
[O III]. The lower velocities in the far side of the Cen-
tral Bubble are probably due to the shocked gas moving
into higher density gas. The boundaries in the plane of
the sky are probably outlined by the High Ionization Arc
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that encircles the Trapezium region except in the direc-
tion of the Orion-S Cloud (O’Dell et al. 2009; O’Dell
2018).
Table 2. Velocity Systems*
Designation Component and Velocity* (km s−1) Source
Veil Component IV(A) H I (absorption, 23.4) van der Werf & Goss (1989); Abel et al. (2006)
— Ca II**(absorption, 22.0) O’Dell et al. (1993)
— Na I***(absorption, 23.0) O’Dell et al. (1993)
Veil Component III(B) H I (absorption, 19.4) van der Werf & Goss (1989)
— H2 (absorption 19.5±0.7) Abel et al. (2016)
— [C II] (19±2 Goicoechea et al. (2015)
— Ca II** (absorption, 18.3) O’Dell et al. (1993)
— Na I*** (absorption, 19.8) O’Dell et al. (1993)
Neutral Oxygen Component II Vlow,[OI] (11.0±1.5) Baldwin et al. (2000); O’Dell (2018)
Ionized Component I Vlow,[NII] (5.8±3.8) NE–Region
— Vlow,[OIII] (7.8±2.1) NE–Region
— [O II] (system B, 3.1) Jones (1992)
— [S III] (system B, 9.9) Wen & O’Dell (1993)
— He I (absorption, 2.1±0.6) O’Dell et al. (1993)
— P III (absorption, 4.9±3.0) Abel et al. (2006)
— S III (absorption,4.5±0.9) Abel et al. (2006)
— Ca II** (absorption, 7.5) O’Dell et al. (1993)
— Na I*** (absorption, 6.0) O’Dell et al. (1993)
Nearer Central Bubble Vblue,[NII]+Vblue,[OIII] (-7±6) NE-Region
Cluster Stars Stellar Spectra (25±2) Sicilia-Aguilar et al. (2005)
Further Central Bubble Vnew,[N II] (37±2) NE–Region
—- Vnew,[O III] (27±5) NE–Region
Main Ionization Front (MIF) [O I] (27±2) O’Dell & Wen (1992)
— [O II] (18±1) Adams (1944); Jones (1992)
— [N II] (22±3) NE–Region
— [S III] (20±4) Wen & O’Dell (1993)
— [O III] (18±3) NE–Region
— H+ (17±2) O’Dell et al. (1993)
— H41α (16±2) Goicoechea et al. (2015)
— He+ (20±2) O’Dell et al. (1993)
Photon-Dominated Region OMC molecules Berne´ et al. (2014)
— [C II] (28±2) Goicoechea et al. (2015)
Backscattered MIF [N II] (40±3) NE-Region
— [S III] (36±4) Wen & O’Dell (1993)
— [O III] (38±3) NE-Region
*All velocities are Heliocentric velocities in km s−1. They may be converted to LSR velocities by subtracting 18.1 km s−1.
**Ca II 393.4 nm. ***Na I 589.6 nm.
5.3. Relative Velocities
Consideration of the relative velocities of the differ-
ent velocity component sets the stage for relating this
Central Column to the over-all structure near the Huy-
gens region. We’ll use as the zero point the most mas-
sive component, the OMC. The results are shown in
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Figure 9. Like Figure 3 except now all layers in the direction of the central Huygens Region on both sides of θ1 Ori C are
shown. The velocity relative to the OMC velocity (28 km s−1) is shown. For simplicity, 17 km s−1 is adopted for the MIF
(Table 2 shows the Heliocentric Velocities for the various ionization layers within the MIF). Distances along the line-of-sight are
not to scale, but they are indicated in Table 3.
Figure 9. The relative velocity of the MIF components
(shown as -11 km s−1) is fully consistent with evapora-
tion of material away the PDR (whose -1 km s−1 value is
probably uncertain to 1 km s−1). The relative velocities
of the boundaries of the Wind Blown Cavity are con-
sistent with expectation, with the expansion velocity on
further side having been slowed by interaction with the
dense MIF material and the nearer side showing a much
higher relative velocity. This large velocity approaching
velocity is contrary to the expectation that this inner
cavity is essentially stationary.
It is not surprising that the well defined foreground
Veil components all have negative velocities with respect
to the OMC because the ionization of the immediate en-
vironment of θ1 Ori C and the stellar wind from that
star will provide an outward push. However, Compo-
nents III(B) and IV(A) may have velocities inherently
different because of their distance from the OMC. As
noted before (Abel et al. 2016), the negative velocity
differences mean that Components I and II are going to
collide with component III(B) at a time determined by
the separation of the layers. A detailed study of this
collision timescale may tell us about the lifetime of the
stellar wind and FUV flux of θ1 Ori C.
5.3.1. A possible problematic correlation of Vlow and Vmif
velocities
O’Dell’s (2018) recent study has shown that there is a
good correlation of [N II] and [O III] Component I and
MIF velocities if one considers both large samples and
individual slit data of lower accuracy, which is difficult
to understand, given their separation. The correlation
is not clear when only considering 10′′×10′′ samples. In
any event there is a well defined velocity difference of
-18 km s−1 for [N II] and a less well defined velocity
difference of -13 km s−1 for [O III] over a Vmif range of
10 km s−1. Our NE samples (Figure 2) give differences
of -17±6 km s−1 for [N II] and -10±2 km s−1 for [O III].
How a line of site correlation can exist presents a puzzle
since Component I lies about 1.3 pc in the foreground
of θ1 Ori C and the MIF about one-fourth pc beyond
θ1 Ori C.
Could the X-ray emitting hot gas discovered by Gu¨del
et al. (2008) affect Component I along with the other
Veil layers? In planetary nebulae, where more complete
observations exist, the hot and nebular phases are in
rough pressure equilibrium. There are no observations
of the hot gas for the regions close to the Trapezium
that we study here due to extinction of soft X-rays by
the Veil. Arthur (2012) made hydrodynamical simula-
tions of the hot gas with the aim of matching the Gu¨del
observations. Her Figure 2 suggests a gas pressure of
nT ∼ 106 K cm−3 close to the stars. This is very un-
certain since the calculations were not intended to re-
produce the properties of the hot gas close to the star
cluster, never-the-less they do serve as a rough guide to
what might be present. This pressure is similar to the
gas pressure in the two Veil components (Component I
106.5 K cm−3 and Component 2 106.0 K cm−3). It is
possible that the Veil layers we observe are entrained
with the hot gas flow. By comparison, the MIF has a
much higher gas pressure, 107.5 K cm−3, so would not be
affected by the pressure from the X-ray gas. The MIF
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pressure would push on the hot bubble, which could in
turn push the foreground Veil layers. This would ac-
count for the large scale correlation between the two
velocities. This process would not explain a Vmif and
Vlow correlation on a small scale in the plane of the sky.
6. HOW DO THESE RESULTS RELATE TO THE
STRUCTURE OF THE EON?
Table 3. Distance from θ1 Ori C
Feature Distance
Veil Component IV(A) 4.2* pc
Veil Component III(B) 2.0* pc
Veil Component II ≥1.3* pc, ≤2.0* pc
Veil Component I 1.3 pc
Nearer Central Bubble 0.1** pc
θ1 Ori C 0
Photon-Dominated Region -0.3* pc
*Derived from Ionization Modeling.
**One half of apparent diameter of the High Ionization
Arc.
In Table 3 we summarize the distances of the various
major components within our Central Column. Most of
these are derived from predictions from ionization mod-
eling with observations. The exception to this is the
Nearer Central Bubble value of 0.1pc. In this case we
have adopted one-half of the diameter of the High Ion-
ization Arc (106′′ or 0.20 pc diameter).
For reference, we note that the north-south axis of the
EON optical window image is about 34.′7 (3.9 pc) and
the east-west axis is about 30.′1 (3.3 pc). If the EON
is one-half of a spherical bubble, its near side would be
about 1.8 pc in front of θ1 Ori C, a value very near the
distance of Veil Component III(B). However, there is
little to support the assumption of that geometry and
θ1 Ori C is not near the center of the EON, lying only
0.4 pc from the north-east corner of the EON.
A very relevant recent paper Pabst et al. (2019) ex-
amines the EON structure using [C II] 158 µm high
velocity resolution images obtained with the airborne
observatory SOFIA. That paper does not use the term
EON, rather, they call it the Veil Bubble because of the
interpretation they apply to their important new obser-
vations. Of particular interest is their conclusion that
the EON actually extends as far as 2500′′, which corre-
sponds to a diameter of 4.6 pc at the distance we adopt
(383±3 pc, (Kounkel et al. 2017; Großschedl et al. 2019)
or 5.0 pc at the distance (414±7, (Menten et al. 2007))
they adopt. Position-velocity [C II] 158 µm emission
plots across the EON (both north-south and east-west)
indicate an irregular and weak [C II] 158 µm component
with a velocity of expansion of 13 km s−1 away from
the MIF component. In the vicinity of the Huygens re-
gion this component is displaced about 8 km s−1, in
agreement with our Central Column [C II] 158 µm dis-
placement of 9 km s−1 derived from the Goicoechea et
al. (2015) study. Their interpretation is that the dis-
placed [C II] 158 µm component is the boundary of a
2 pc radius shell encompassing a high temperature re-
gion that is the source of the X-ray emission. A smaller
region (which they do not detect but include in their
model) contains a sphere of gas evacuated by the fast
stellar wind of θ1 Ori C. They do not use the 21 cm
H I data because of the complexity of the emission and
absorption results in this velocity region.
In our study of the Central Column near θ1 Ori C we
show strong evidence for linking the expanding [C II]
158 µm material to Component III(B), which is seen
in H I, H2, Ca II, and Na I. In addition, we establish
that Component IV(A) must lie outside of Component
III(B) and that the well defined Component I must lie
between both Component III(B) and the ionized Com-
ponent II. We also argue that the High Ionization Arc
is the edge of the sphere of low density material swept
up by the stellar wind from θ1 Ori C. This not to argue
that the Pabst et al. (2019) model is wrong, rather, that
the real situation is more complex than pictured from
only the [C II] 158 µm line and complementary infrared
data. The evidence for Component III(B) being part
of a curved shell of about the same spatial size as the
EON is strong, while we cannot comment on the form
of Component I, Component II, and Component IV(A).
7. CONCLUSIONS
The foreground Veil associated with the Huygens Re-
gion of the Orion Nebula has recently been shown to
have multiple new components.
Comparison of the observed and calculated surface
brightnesses for [N II], [O III], and [O I] indicate the con-
ditions within the two Veil layers closest to the Trapez-
ium stars. The strength of the He I absorption lines
in the Trapezium stars allow further refinement of the
conditions within the Veil.
We establish that there are two faint but real ionized
layers on either side of Trapezium and these probably
represent the two sides of the hot central cavity caused
by the strong stellar wind from θ1 Ori C. The high pres-
sure of this bubble is the driving force that causes the
Veil components to be moving with a blueshift relative
to the host Orion Molecular Cloud. This also provides
the explanation for the radial velocities of the ionized
Veil layer closest to θ1 Ori C being correlated to the
velocities of the MIF.
We calculated the effects of θ2 Ori A on the deduced
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physical conditions, and find a negligible contribution
to the ionized layers, but the FUV contribution to the
overall SED could lead to a factor of two increase in the
distance of the neutral layers from the Trapezium.
We confirm that one layer (Component III(B)) in our
Central Column is probably a part of a recently rec-
ognized expanding shell of material covering the entire
EON.
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